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Ordnance Society Chair Trevor Parker presents a copy of his new book on WW1 fuzes to
Simon Wright (Operations Manager Royal Artillery Museum) and Sian Mogridge (Archivist to
the Royal Artillery Museum) see visit report page 18.
Photo Courtesy of Royal Artillery Museum
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From the Editor – Graham Whittington
Thanks to everyone who sent in articles, photos, comments and queries for this
edition of the newsletter and for inclusion in future editions. Please keep them
coming. Articles from ‘first-time’ contributors are particularly welcome – book
reviews, visit or interest reports, etc. Things you take for granted may not be known
to other members but will be of interest to them.
The next edition will be published in July 2019 – copy needed by 31st May. Please
send copy, electronically if
possible as a WORD document, to
graham.whittington@hotmail.co.uk – contact me for my address if you need to
send your copy in paper form. The contributor should ensure that any copyrighted
material has permission for use and that the original owner is attributed.
Thanks to Neil Grant for organising the programme of visits for 2019 – see pages 4, 5
and 6. See next newsletter for a report on the OS visit to the Small Arms School at
Warminster.
________________________________________________________________________________

The Nautical Archaeology Society and the Ordnance Society are excited to be cohosting a two-day conference examining how ship and ordnance remains found
on land and under the sea help our understanding of our maritime past.
Call for Papers will open on the 10th May 2019.
Sponsorship packages available – Please contact the Nautical Archaeology
Society Office: Mark Beattie-Edwards at the NAS on
mark@nauticalarchaeologysociety.org - 02392 818419 or 07969 0286768
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From Neil Grant
Ordnance Society Visits 2019
See below for the list of visits and activities for 2019 – see the OS website for full details.
More may be added during the year. Note that spaces on some of the events are limited,
so if you are interested in attending any of these events, please contact the visits
coordinator Neil Grant on neilgrant2@yahoo.co.uk
The events listed at the bottom of the page will only be organised if sufficient people are
interested.
The Silk Merchant's house, Marlborough (13 April, £7.50)
A guided tour of the restored 1653 house and garden of Thomas Bayly, Silk Merchant.
Western-style Carbine shooting (28 April, £30)
A chance to shoot full bore western style lever action carbines at an indoor range in
Birmingham – starting with .22 semi-automatics to teach the basics, then switching to the
full bore (.357 & .44) carbines. Ammunition is included; you will get around 40-50 shots.
Stonehenge Stone Circle Special Access (sunset) (5 May 2019, £15)
This is one of two annual special stone circle access trip that allows a limited number of
people inside the rope barriers around the monument, and into the circle itself. We get an
hour inside the circle for photography etc, and there will be a short, optional talk pointing
out some features not normally visible from outside the circle.
Battle Archery (18 May, £35)
This is effectively the archery equivalent of paintball – after a short practise session, teams
of players are equipped with fencing masks and safety tipped arrows to take part in
tactical skirmishes.
Defence Academy Shrivenham (4 June 2019, suggested donation)
This includes guided tours of the artillery hall and the armoured vehicle hall which contain
excellent representative collections of British and foreign equipment.
Axe & Knife Throwing Workshop (29 June, £35)
A half-day session learning to throw tomahawks, axes and throwing knives, located near
Bath.
VIP Spitfire & Hurricane Experience (17 July 2019, £70)
A private guided walk around of restored WW2 Hurricane and Spitfire fighters, guided by
the team who restored them, plus actually getting to sit in the cockpit of the spitfire and
being talked through how to fly it. Located in Kent
Armourgeddon tank museum (21 July, £6)
A visit to a small collection of WW2 and cold war vehicles, some of which will be running
during our visit. Located in the Midlands.
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Crofton Beam Engines (28 July 2019, £8)
A visit to the Victorian static steam engines near Marlborough, which pumped water for the
Kennet & Avon canal on a day when the engines are in steam.
Fort Nelson (4 August, Parking charge only)
Fort Nelson now holds the artillery collections of the Royal Armouries – everything from
medieval cannon to railway guns. This session includes a guided tour of the fort and the
collection, including firing demonstration of several artillery pieces.
Raglan Castle (11 Aug, £7 Pay on Day)
A chance to visit one of the most impressive ruined medieval castles in South Wales, just
across the border.
Vintage Bus to Imber Restricted Village (17 August 2019, pay on day)
In 1943, the village of Imber (near Warminster) was requisitioned for military training. The
civilian population was never able to return after the war, and the village continued to be
used for urban combat training. Still in the middle of a restricted military area, it is not
normally accessible.
Escape Room Swindon (7 September 2019, £20)
Can your team use their analytical and deductive skills to escape from the locked room
before the time limit elapses and the air runs out?
Vulcan Bomber Experience (14 September 2019, £20)
A chance to get on board one of the most iconic British cold war aircraft – a walk around
the aircraft with the ground crew, see the aircraft being powered up get into the cockpit
for a talk from former air crew about flying the aircraft operationally.
Avebury, Silbury & West Kennet (22 September 2019, Free)
A guided tour of these related Neolithic monuments in Wiltshire. Note that this visit will
involve a certain amount of walking.
Stonehenge Stone Circle Special Access (Early Morning) (29 September 2019, £15)
This is one of two annual special stone circle access trip that allows a limited number of
people inside the rope barriers around the monument, and into the circle itself. We get an
hour inside the circle for photography etc, and there will be a short, optional talk pointing
out some features not normally visible from outside the circle.
Tank Driving Day (6 October 2019 £175)
Pretty much what it says on the tin – you get to drive four different military vehicles -a
Chieftain tank, Abbott self-propelled gun, Stormer load carrier and FV432 APC. Near
Winchester, no prior experience necessary.
OS/Nautical Archaeology Society Conference (16/17 November, cost TBA)
A joint conference by the Ordnance Society and the Nautical Archaeology Society, with
two days of papers on the theme of “Wooden Walls & Stone Bastions” – held in Portsmouth.
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Dependent on Interest
Tudor Baking (TBA, £35)
Learn to make Tudor bread and cakes and bake them in a wood-fired oven in a historic
property at the Chiltern Open Air Museum.
Hands-on Falconry (TBA, £45)
A half-day session with a falconry school at a historic property in Northamptonshire. We will
receive a talk about falconry, then fly three different birds (which ones will vary from day to
day), which will actually fly to your hand. Note that this activity is weather dependent –
basically, the birds don’t fly in heavy rain.
“Artistic” Blacksmithing Day (TBA, £140)
This is a basic blacksmithing course with no prior experience required, run near
Marlborough. As part of the course, you will make a metal ornament of your own design,
hence the “artistic” label, to distinguish it from farriery or bladesmithing type blacksmith
work. .
Polo Taster Day (TBA, £120)
This starts with an explanation of the rules and learning to hit a polo ball correctly on a
wooden horse, before mounting up and learning to apply the knowledge on horseback.
Note that the venue for this is likely to be in the Midlands, but may change. Being able to
ride is a requirement for this session.
Horse Archery Day (TBA, £185)
It starts with a short ground session teaching the specialist horse archery draw before
mounting up and learning to apply the knowledge on horseback. Being able to ride is
helpful but NOT a requirement for this session – at beginner level the targets are in a straight
line, and the horses are well trained to run straight. In Hertfordshire.
Zombie Boot Camp (TBA, £99)
As part of a small group of survivors, armed with simulated modern weapons, you have to
fight hordes of zombies in a 32,000 square foot purpose-built gaming area including streets,
bunkers and tunnel complexes, some of them filled with disorienting lights and smoke.
Then you get made up as a zombie, and get to try and eat the brains of the next group of
poor fools..... Note that this is located in the west Midlands, and is a relatively physical day.
Visit to the French tank Museum, Saumur (TBA, circa £500)
This will probably be a long weekend trip – travel down one day, two full days at the
museum with an English-speaking guide and travel back on the last day. The price will
include travel, hotels, admission and guide. We're still in the planning process on this, and
much will depend on how many people want to go, but it is likely to be toward the end of
the year.
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From Rob Morgan
Some Odd Guns?
While I was dipping into my files looking for early 'Milemete era' siege engines, I
found these illustrations. Now the elaborate, late Medieval and Renaissance
works of 'De Re Militari', of Valmrius, and Vegetius published in the 1530's, as
well as of Ramelli and Vetruvius are as well known as that of the maligned
Milemete; everyone, after all, knows the heroic cannon-breathing dragonprobably better suited to a Masque than to war.
But what about these? Valturius' gun tower (1), as a
building is sound enough, but the 'gun mounting' on
top! No-one can doubt that the gun is reasonably
accurately drawn, but could this elevated mount
work?
His colleague-in-arms
drawing of a sort of
pivoting, repeating battery
of eight guns is another
gem (2). The guns are
realistically drawn, and the
mount looks like a
capstan, but is it feasible?

Best
of
all
is
the
astonishing two-barrelled
hybrid (3), one French
caption I have for this
suggests 'canon-mortier '.
Few, I suspect, can take issue with the drawing of
each barrel, and the 'working parts' of the guns, the
gunner's no problem either... but, two guns joined at
right angles at the breech? Hm?
Milemete's gun was drawn at the start of a new
military age, who then beyond a few, knew what a
gun was? While the three illustrations shown here all
appeared at a time when guns of all sorts, from
handguns to immense bombards were common in
city fortifications, aboard ship, and on the battlefield. Writers and artists knew
exactly what a gun was. Each gun here looks as a gun should, but what about
the mountings? The assumed roles?
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From Clive Woodley
Re Fort Halstead – OSNL 124
The site is still open. In 2001 DERA was split into Dstl and what came QinetiQ (QQ
was the privatised part of DERA). Dstl and QQ still co-exist on the site, though Dstl
have been moving off the site for several years and are due to complete that
move by 2021 (the end date has slowly been moving to the right!). Last time I
heard, QQ were intending to remain on the site but only on a very small part of it.
Current plans are to build several 100 houses on the rest of the site.
There is a small museum on the site which is not open to the public, though it might
be possible for small numbers to visit it. The long term plan is that English Heritage will
take over the part of the site where the Old Fort is located with a view towards
opening it up to the public. The museum will form part of the attraction.
Sadly most of the guns, if not all, were removed. Not sure where they all went but I
shall find out from my contacts there. Watch this space.
________________________________________________________________________________
From Rob Morgan
Early Ordnance Illustrations and Texts
The interesting questions which Geoff Smith suggested surround the many
illustrations of early throwing engines and guns is undoubtedly one which could
properly exercise the mind of the dedicated student of poliorcetics. An article, one
which I certainly feel could be of use in such considerations was published by the
distinguished historian Dr. Susan Rose, in “The Mariner’s Mirror’ Vol 104:1, February
2018 ( pp 4-17). The title is ‘Vegetius and Taccola: Was Medieval writing on war at
sea of any practical use?’ The notes draw on the work of De Vries, Contamine and
Chevedden among others.
Susan Rose examines both ‘De re militari’ and ‘De machinis bellicis’ and considers
not merely the engines and guns shown in illustrations, but the awareness of the
writers in terms of the problems related to effective weaponry and their uses, albeit
at sea.
Gunpowder artillery, and other incendiary devices, represents a deal of the content
of this text, and though many of the illustrations are vague, others highly elaborate,
Susan Rose doesn’t dismiss these as amusing curiosities, which some earlier writers
have done, but deals with the real problems and the way in which an
understanding of relatively new and potentially effective technological answers to
the needs of warfare emerged. Does an elaborate or imaginative drawing of a
piece of ordnance make an idea wrong?
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From Peter Cooke - petercooke_donz@icloud.com
Defence of NZ Study Group www.donz.org.nz
BL 9.2-inch Gun - New Zealand
New Zealand installed the very last mark ever made of BL 9.2-inch gun (MkXV made
by Vickers Armstrong 1943 on Mk IX mountings) during WWII, and I am writing and
producing a book for the Wellington battery, Wrights Hill Fortress Restoration Society.
We have been opening the tunnels above the capital since 1989 and, despite the
guns having been scrapped, the Ruston & Hornsby engines are still in the Engine
Room, virtually untouched by scrappers. The guns, ordered 1943, have little
available on them.
If any member who has any details on the MkXV 9.2-inch gun and how it differed to
the MkX on which it was based (and the Mk9 Mounting based on the Mk7), with
any photos from any others still mounted in the world, I would dearly like to hear
from you.
Also the Table Fire Direction Mk3B, Depression Position Finder ’T’ Mk2A, Fortress
Plotter No.2 Mk1, Coordinates Converter No.3 Mk3.
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From Rob Morgan
Guns on 'River Gunboats’
I recently bought 'River Gunboats: An Illustrated
Encyclopaedia'
by
Roger
Branfill-Cook,
published by Seaforth Books at £30 (one of their
frequent offers, it's normally priced at £40).
Although this 340 page large, and well-illustrated hard-back book deals with riverine,
and coastal, craft of the steam and modem
eras, from about 1830 on, and is in the first
instance intended to be a naval title, it
contains an astonishing amount which is of
value and interest to the ordnance enthusiast.
As an example, the section dealing with the
fleets of Austria-Hungary provides information,
drawings and often photographs of unusual
weapons such as the 'Salvator-Dormus Model 1893 delayed-blowback machine
gun' which seems an astonishing gun; along with the hefty 25mm 'Palmkrantz' a
four-barrelled deck- mounted weapon, looking something like a Nordenfeldt copy,
and the '9cm L/45 anti-balloon gun'; all new to me! The number of pieces dealt with
in this section alone is very impressive.
There's another valuable section dealing with the rather mixed armament of the
Egyptian gunboats in the Nile wars of the 1880's and 90's. The ordnance material is
always slotted in neatly with the naval descriptions, after all the subject is gunboats! French craft and their weapons are again selected carefully, such as the
90mm De Bange 1881, and on page 131, I found the answer to a question I'd asked
in an earlier newsletter. Yes, the M45 Maxson quad mg turret was mounted on
warships. The French used them on Monitors in the early 1950's.
The use of army pieces, often unconverted, aboard gunboats was extensive, and
unusual and infrequently encountered guns, such as the 'Gebauer HMG' of 1920's
Hungary. The Polish and Russian (n.b. not the USSR) sections are filled with unusual
weapons, configurations and mountings. The Swiss use of centre- line 20mm and
24mm tank and anti-tank guns came as a surprise, as did the post 1918 Austrian
plans to use the ubiquitous 47mm Bohler gun similarly mounted aboard a 9-ton
Kampjboot.
I found this an enchanting and very, very readable book, magnificently presented
and produced. I have absolutely no hesitation in recommending to any OS
member with an interest in ordnance afloat.
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From Rob Morgan
Anti-Submarine Ordnance
It's always useful to know that other publications produce good quality writing
on the subject of guns and other ordnance matters. I found a particularly
readable three page piece in 'WARSHIP WORLD' Vol.7, No.3 (Jan. 2001).
Written by Ben Warlow, entitled 'Anti-Submarine Weapons of WWII' it's an all
too brief but excellent comment on devices such as the 'HEDGEHOG' battery
of 24 rocket projectiles and the 'SQUID' anti-submarine mortar of three barrels.
Ben Warlow describes the development and aspects of the use of these
weapons; latterly the 'SQUID' achieved a 40%+ success rate against U-Boats,
and was developed into 'LIMBO' a similar mortar used until the mid-1970's in the
Royal Navy, even later in Swedish warships.
Ben Warlow mentions a number of other developments in anti-submarine
ordnance towards the end of the War. First the unusually named 'PARSNIP'
which he says was 'similar to a Fairlie mortar'. He doesn't examine the Fairlie
mortar or the Thorneycroft long range thrower, just mentions them in passing,
but 'PARSNIP' apparently had ten barrels and fired or threw 60 pound charges.
He also mentions a most unusual projectile code-named 'SHARK', which was
designed to be fired from a 4in gun at a surfaced U-Boat, and which would
enter the water just before it hit home, thus enhancing its explosive power.
These were both trialled it seems, and may only have been shelved as the war
ended before they could be mounted aboard ships. The 'SHARK' projectile
(shell?) would have been useful, presumably against any unarmoured hull, so
why I wondered was it abandoned?
Does any reader know more or a source of information about these weapons?

Note from the Editor –
I found this interesting
picture online.
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From Sjef Pijls
More About Serpentine Powder and Saltpeter Making
Introduction
Somewhere in the last quarter of the 19th century somebody has suggested that
serpentine powder was a dry mixture of saltpeter, sulphur and charcoal. In that time
he had probably good reasons to think so. However, since then the knowledge of
chemistry, metallurgy and ballistics has improved considerably, many new sources
have become available and we have nowadays computers, enabling us to run
simulations. With everything we know now it is hard to believe that this suggestion
was correct.
Look through the eyes of the manufacturer. You have the ingredients to make a
good, reliable powder with a predictable burning rate which you may sell for a
good price. Instead you just mix, with a higher risk, the ingredients dry together to
make an inferior powder that probably sells for less than the ingredients apart. Why
would you do that?
Look through the eyes of the user. When working with a dry mixture you will have a
lot of dust, with a little draught you get huge clouds of it (try it). On board of a ship
this will settle in all pores of the wood. Even when knowing it is mainly charcoal, do
you want that?
Look through the eyes of the controller. In the Feuerwerkbuch (FWB) [1] the author
states that two parts of his self-made wet-mixed powder is as powerful as three
parts of Mehlpulver. Leaving in the middle what nitrate he made, this means that
you will need 1.5 to 3 times the amount of powder to get the same muzzle energy.
Even when a wrought iron gun is cheaper than a cast bronze culverin the life cycle
cost will be higher for a lesser performance. Would you still accept that after one
and a half century?
In OSNL 118 (July 2017) I have ventilated my doubts and tried to find a better
answer by looking into the processes of saltpeter making in the 15 th century. When
making it with urine you cannot avoid getting a lot of sodium in your solution and
after harvesting the potassium nitrate you will be left with a residue rich in nitrate
and rich in sodium. After drying and maybe purifying this will form a good base to
make powder for a wrought iron gun. So I think serpentine powder is a powder
made with a cheaper residue of making potassium nitrate.
The sources
Napoleon in 1848 doesn't mention serpentine powder [2], neither does Henry
Brackenbury in 1872 [3]. Henry Hime [4] in 1904 regards it as a fact that it was a dry
mixture of the ingredients; he doesn't even mention a source where he got it from.
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That means that between 1872 and 1904 somebody has suggested this and in such
a convincing way that Henry Hime accepted it straight away. I have searched but I
didn't find this source. Can anybody help?
Henry Hime mentions very shortly serpentine as a filling for grenades in 1572 (so
more or less contemporarily with the Anthony Roll). He got this from Peter
Whitehorne, but it isn't clear at all if this is an original text or that he translated it from
German. I haven't found yet the text of Peter Whitehorne. Can anybody help? That
means that the only primary source mentioning serpentine powder I still have so far
is the Anthony Roll [5].
Hygroscopy of salts
Each cigar lover knows that wet kitchen salt in a closed environment (for example a
tupperware box) will stabilize the relative humidity (RH) at 75.6 % (at 20°C). He will
use this to check the hygrometer of his humidor. Many other salts have the same
property, be it at a different RH. I checked this for calcium nitrate and sodium
nitrate.
Up to a RH of 52% calcium nitrate isn't hygroscopic at all. Next it keeps the RH at
52% until all crystals are solved. Above this humidity it absorbs more water. So up to
52% it is neither hygroscopic nor deliquescent, at 52% it is deliquescent and above
that it is a hygroscopic liquid (see the blue dots in fig. 1). This process is reversible,
only it will not form crystals again spontaneously. Therefore it needs “seeds”. Many
substances will do the job: other salts, camphor, pottery clay and
Fig. 1: % of water in Ca(NO3)2 as function of RH
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probably arsenicum too; so all the additions mentioned in the FWB. If you make
gunpowder with it the sulphur or the charcoal or both will function as seed.
However, after drying it is not gunpowder anymore, the ingredients are separated
(see fig.2). To make gunpowder again you have to regrind and remix it. When
drying it without adding seeds it stays a hygroscopic liquid, see the orange dots in
fig. 1. The water content becomes at low humidity less than in the crystal form,
where each molecule combines with four water molecules.

Fig. 2: powder made with Ca(NO3)2 after drying

Sodium nitrate does the same at a RH of 74%, but it acts slower and is more sensitive
for the temperature (see fig. 3). Once in liquid state it becomes really thirsty.
However, when the RH becomes lower it dries readily.

percentage of water (% of total weight)

Fig. 3: % of water in NaNO3 as function of RH
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On the internet many more may be found: potassium nitrate 94%, potassium
chloride 85%, ammonium nitrate 65%, potassium carbonate 44%, sodium hydroxide
(not a salt) 8%.
When the temperature rises this humidity becomes lower. Some, like kitchen salt
and calcium nitrate, are hardly influenced by the temperature but for sodium
nitrate I found 72% at 22°C and 77% at 17°C.

The consequences for gunpowder
When you make gunpowder with a high percentage of calcium nitrate it will be
fine as long as the RH stays below 52% (nice summer day). When the humidity
becomes higher (during the night) it starts absorbing water; this may be delayed
when you form it into big cakes, because the water ingress is from the outside to the
inside. During a rainy period it will absorb enough water to become wet. You could
dry it if the humidity stays below 50% long enough, but this will not happen in
Europe. The FWB calls this verdorben (spoiled) and it gives instructions how to
recover the ingredients and make new powder.
When you make powder with a high percentage of sodium nitrate it will be fine as
long as the RH stays below 74% (always except during a sustained rainy period). If
this happens it becomes wet, but in normal weather conditions or inside a building
you can dry it. But also in this case the ingredients are separated and you have to
mix it again. Figure 4 shows this powder as made, figure 5 after becoming wet and
dried again.

Fig. 4: powder made with sodium nitrate, new
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Fig. 5: the same powder after becoming wet and
dried again
Gunpowder made with potassium nitrate will only give problems if it becomes really
wet; as long as you protect it against the rain there will be no difficulties.
My progress in making saltpeter
In my previous contribution I mentioned how I tried to imitate the processes in the
15th century with some positive but limited result. I gave it another try, starting with
the soil I already had and with a more efficient sand filter. Now I collected 0.8 g of
potassium nitrate and after drying the residue I had another 0.8 g of something. I
made powder with it, but it was not enough for closed vessel trials or other ballistic
tests. But I cycled it through a range of humidities and I found that it contains a
small amount of calcium nitrate, but a noticeable amount of sodium nitrate, see fig
6. It also contains some potassium nitrate, but the amount is difficult to establish
because above a RH of 90% the accuracy of the meters becomes less. After this I
decided to stop and leave further experiments to people who live in a more
favourable climate.
Fig. 6: weight of home made powder as function of RH
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My theory
So, what is wrong with my theory? Everything is confirmed by experiment. I got what
I expected: besides potassium nitrate a residue which contains a high percentage
of sodium nitrate, which forms a good base to make a suitable powder for wrought
iron guns. It explains why serpentine powder had to be remixed sometimes. Is this
not a far more plausible explanation than the old one about the dry mixing of
ingredients, which has been copied during a century but as far as I know never
confirmed by experiment?
Remarks
1. These measurements are quite accurate. The accuracy of the RH is within 2%
for each meter, but I always used at least two of them. I checked them over
the range 10%-90% with a DHT22 sensor, which has according the datasheet
a typical accuracy of 0.5% (when new). The accuracy of the scale is within 20
mg relative to the reference weights which I used each time.
2. If somebody wants to repeat my experiments (I hope so) he will notice that
most cheap hygrometers have a specified accuracy of 5%, but in reality an
accuracy of 15% is not uncommon. The only exception I found so far are the
ones I used (see fig. 7); all of them were over the range 10%-90% within 2%.
They have the size of a 9V battery, so small enough for a Tupperware box
and are available for less than a dollar. They use readily available and cheap
AG13 batteries, so buy at least six of them.
Fig. 7: one of my hygrometers

Sources
1. Feuerwerkbuch, Freibourg edition.
2. Napoleon III, Études sur le passé et l'avenir de l'artillerie, Paris 1851.
3. Henry Brackenbury, Ancient Cannon in Europe, Part 1: From Their First
Employment To A.D. 1350, Woolwich 1865.
4. Henry W.L. Hime, Gunpowder and Ammunition, London 1904.
5. C.S. Knighton and D.M. Loades, The Anthony Roll of Henry VIII's Navy, ISBN
0754600947, Cambridge 2000.
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From Neil Grant
Report on OS visit to Larkhill
Most OS members will probably be familiar with “Firepower!”, the museum of the
Royal Artillery in Woolwich which unfortunately closed in 2016. The collection was
completely inaccessible for some time, with much of it dispersed or in storage.
However, some of it has now been used to set up a historical facility at the Royal
Artillery barracks at Larkhill in Wiltshire, and members of the Ordnance Society were
fortunate enough to receive an invitation to visit from the Friends of the Royal
Artillery Collection.
We started out in the Officer's Mess – a surprisingly handsome building bearing in
mind it was completed under wartime restrictions in 1936-1941 – and a walk-through
of the very impressive collection of regimental silver presented by former officers
and guests.
The historical facility obviously cannot contain anything like the full range of exhibits
previously on display at Firepower, and some hard decisions about prioritisation
have obviously been required. It consists of two rooms. The first is laid out as a
timeline to help instruct soldiers in training, and starts with Victorian rifled artillery. It
then follows through WW1 designs such as the 3.7 and 4.5in Howitzers, and then into
WW2 with a 2pdr anti-tank gun.
It rounds out with a display of uniforms from WW1 to the present, including
ceremonial uniforms from the King's Troop, and several cases of items relating to
Viscount Alanbrooke, who was himself a gunner.
The second room is primarily a conservation facility. Although it holds more guns
than the main room, they are packed so closely that photography was impossible
and even getting a decent view of some example was difficult.
The most interesting things for me were
3.
The experimental 7.2in / 183mm recoilless anti tank weapon, looking rather
like a 120mm Wombat on steroids, albeit with four venturi at the rear rather than
one.
4.
An improvised howitzer known as the “Wolf Gun”, built by the besieged
defenders of Mafeking during the Boer War
5.
A late 25 pdr with narrowed track and shield, and a folding trail that allowed
it to both deliver fire at high elevations in the Italian mountains and to meet the
maximum dimensions to be carried internally aboard a Dakota.
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Improvised Mafeking "Wolf Gun” –
photo courtesy of Neil Grant

David Ashley (in the blue overall) explaining the Moorfields
Cannon to OS members Geoff Smith and Alastair Fyffe. The
Moorfields foundry was melting captured bronze cannon in 1716
and number of dignitaries watched this cannon being poured,
but moisture in in the mould caused an explosion which killed 9
and injured 16. Afterwards, all gun founding moved to the then
remote Woolwich Arsenal in 1717. Photo courtesy of Royal
Artillery Museum

Additional items – mostly vehicles – were
displayed outside and around the base,
including AS-90 and M110 self-propelled
guns, Rapier and Thunderbird surface to air
missiles, 25pdr, L5 105mm and FH-70 155mm
field guns and a 17 pdr anti-tank gun. There
was also a BAE Phoenix RPV, serving as a A Rapier FSC anti-aircraft missile system nice reminder that actually finding the target one of the outside exhibits. Photo courtesy
of Neil Grant
is the first essential of good artillery support.
Sadly, the collection's location on an active military base means it will never be
routinely accessible to the public, though there remain hopes that the collection
can be housed in a new museum at some point in the future.
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From Rob Morgan
Response to query in OSNL 124 re Porthcawl Cannon
I recall the two guns being
discovered around five years ago,
there were a few articles in the local
press and on BBC Wales, that sort of
thing. Then it went quiet. The two
guns may not be that remarkable.
However, the Bristol Channel and Irish Sea were very busy places in the last years of
the eighteenth century. The lethal coastline around Porthcawl has been claiming
vessels for centuries, and the churchyards of the Vale of Glamorgan contain
memorials to many mariners who lost their lives in those waters.
The ship which carried the guns might be of much more interest. At Fishguard in
1797 Tate's French troops landed and caused something of a stir. While the 1798
Rebellion in Ireland was a far more serious campaign, the French sortied into
these waters on several occasions, and were countered by a range of British
forces.
In terms of research, HM Customs & Excise as they were called then,
published a booklet on their naval activities in the Celtic seas in 1797, that
was twenty years ago, and that may be some help. However, I can't help feeling
that this question is far better posed to members of the Society for Nautical
Research through the queries page in their excellent quarterly 'The Mariner's Mirror'.
_________________________________________________________________________________
Book for Sale - 'Construction of Artillery'
By the celebrated Irish engineer, Robert Mallet [of
Mallet's Mortar] - a vital work for the period when
the limitations of cast-iron for gun barrels was
becoming apparent. Shortened title is 'Construction
of Artillery', London 1856. In good condition - £325.
For more information contact peter@smithurst.org
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From Terry Gander
Response to Query OSNL 124 - Mystery Gun
Rob Morgan’s mystery field gun shown on page 10 of the January
2019 Newsletter could be a German 7.7cm FK 16n/A, an updated
version of the well-used 7.7cm FK 96n/A with a longer barrel.
Range was 9785m with the same 6.85kg projectile fired from the
earlier gun. By the time the Great War ended 3020 had been
manufactured.
More likely is that the piece in the photograph is a 7.5cm FK 16, produced during
the 1930s by changing the 7.7cm FK 16n/A barrel for a 7.5cm item which was easier
to supply with readily available ammunition, originally for use during German Army
training. After 1939 many of these 7.5cm guns remained in German second-line
service in decreasing numbers until 1945, usually as beach defence or garrison
weapons. Range was an increased 12,875m with a 5.83kg projectile.
How such a piece ended up in Spain remains to be discovered but it was probably
supplied to the Spanish Nationalist side during the Civil War at a time when the
German armed forces were re-arming with more modern equipment and could
spare such equipment for the Spanish side they were backing.
_________________________________________________________________________________
From Geoff Smith
You may be interested in this book by Hogg. The best book on current artillery I
have seen.
https://www.amazon.co.uk/Artillery-2000-Ian-V-Hogg/dp/0853689830
And for students of modern artillery; the Bofors 155 77B is one of the most advanced
howitzers in the world. This is a demo of its capabilities - and you will love the gun
drill!
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PaK1jFg8JBE
I think I have found where they were trained
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0GsajWIF3ws&start_radio=1&list=RD0GsajWIF3
ws&t=0
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From Rob Morgan
Multi-Barrelled Battery
The Renaissance multi-barrelled and turret mounted gun in my last note
brought this unexpected illustration.
I copied my 'OS' note to one of my colleagues in Ukraine. Not by any means
an ordnance enthusiast, Dr Vadim Kossalapov is immersed in the prerevolutionary military researches of the Soviet era. The drawing is of a '3pdr 44
barrelled mortar battery of 1754'. It comes from an encyclopaedia of Russian
Artillery published many years ago, I have no further information.
The Renaissance mount raised some questions, but this mount, though it looks
quite feasible, mobile and stable, raises far more.
Anyone have any suggestions?

_________________________________________________________________________________
From Geoff Smith
Here is a link to two articles on WW1 Trophy guns from Sabretach, the journal of the
Military History Society of Australia
https://www.academia.edu/people/search?utf8=%E2%9C%93&q=trophy+tradition
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THE ORDNANCE SOCIETY

BOARD MEETING: SUNDAY 10 February 2019
Held at Flat 46, Pacific Court, Riverside, Shoreham BN43 5RW.
Minutes
1. Present: Trevor Parker, Graham Whittington, Geoff Smith, Peta Knott, Ian
McKenzie, Neil Grant, Nick Hall.
Apologies for absence: Peter Norris.
2. Minutes of the meeting held after the AGM 2018
Not taken: as informal.
3. No matters arising
4. Chairman’s Report
Good news:
OSJ out at last. But no printing quotation obtained, no invoice received.
‘NASOS’ – good news for the Society, good for recruitment. And, recalling
Guns from the Sea III, not financially risky.
GW – valuable work on Constitution and Complaints Proc.
Newsletter printing costs – Stamford printer found by TP seems best value.
Peta Knott’s archaeology award: attended awards ceremony presided by
the Duke of Cambridge.
NG RA Trustee.
Could we obtain Bryan’s archive? GS – all in hands of auctioneers. TP and GS
to pursue.
Since the meeting it has sadly been reported that the auctioneers have
destroyed all Bryan’s electronic files.
Posters needed, these will be designed by PK. Sizes to be confirmed –
suggested: A4, A5 and huge one for stalls. TP would ask his local printer for
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quotes, or Mr Print special offer and get several sizes. Also need a ‘DL
envelope’ size: Peta to suggest design.
Indexing of NLs needed – TP will follow up.
Discussion on ISSN number for NL. Agreed GW would research.
Still two Board Members short. Nick Reed invited and accepted; now one
vacancy.
5. Treasurer’s Report
Total funds: £11903.54 consisting of:
No 1 Account £2,540.87; No 2 Account £9362.67.
GS queried cost of posting OSJ see item 8. Next Journal printing cost must be
quoted before placing the order.
6. Secretary's Report
Routine OS business in hand.
7. Membership Secretary's Report
165 members, +5 new since last meeting. -3 deceased [revealed by Journal
posting].
A welcome to new members should be published in the NL. Ian to give details
to Graham.
Use FB for messages, interests, disposals, research queries – NG to advise.
PK asked if Ian could follow up people who have left OS and could we offer
them a complimentary Journal.
8. Journal
Editor’s Report: supplied with Agenda.
Making Journal available online; pricing: report from Chairman supplied with
Agenda. Online delivery could greatly reduce postage cost.
Policy proposed to make the OSJ available online. Agreed nem. con.
Membership rates would then become:
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Student rate

£12 all online

Ordinary Member

£20 all online

Full Member

£25 all by post [presumably with the option of online

as well or any combination NH]
Corporate Member

£35 [presumably as for Full Member]

Life Member

£250 [presumably as for Full Member]

NG proposed, GW seconded. Agreed nem. con.
Copyright of articles remains with author: this needs to be stated in each OSJ
and on OS website.
Could the Journal use colour? TP to ask local printer for cost of colour printing
(since quoted as B/W with colour cover £1250 and full colour £2055; both for
250 copies.) Since the meeting, the printing cost for Journal Vol 24 has been
established: £934.
9. Newsletter Report
Everyone happy. GW has no shortage of submissions, but welcomes any
contributions. GW happy to continue as NL Editor on with it.
10. Visits Secretary's Report
Last year was awesome, with one event per month. Same level expected this
year, with some new events.
2019 programme forthcoming.
11. Publicity Officer’s Report
Social media keeping going, Facebook records provided to Board Members
weekly by TP: 396 followers. 480 on Twitter. FB reach: 906 [that includes sharing
posts].
NAS has 10k followers. NG will post text and photos from Board Members – if
we all send something to him regularly it will be easy to keep up a supply of
interesting posts.
12. Royal Artillery ArtilleryFest 2019: OS stall agreed in principle, subject to date
and cost. NG, GW, GS, NH would attend depending on date.
13. Revisions to Constitution drafted by GW
After discussion and some editing, the Revisions were proposed as amended:
PK, seconded TP, agreed nem. con. The Board will therefore propose the
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revised Constitution including the Complaints Policy [see 14 below] to the
next AGM, with an explanatory note to be sent to all members with the AGM
papers [Constitution para 58].
14. Complaints Policy, draft. GW’s draft supplied with Agenda.
Agreed with edits as made at the meeting nem. con.
15. NAS/OS Conference Nov 2019
GW gave his update. All good, NAS great to work with.
Sponsorship for conference costs is being sought by the NAS. But the OS
needs to try too: Board members are requested to pursue any likely
opportunities, but to inform GW of such approaches.
For more information, since the meeting the NAS has put a sponsorship
package onto its website.
We need to meet separately about creating an OS Stand and to discuss
giveaways. NH NG GW would help on stand during the conference.
GW had agreed to look into travel, maps and hotels: all in hand. Discounts
agreed with several hotels: Maritime Club, Queens Hotel and Ibis.
PK reported that Charlotte [NAS] will design and prep artwork etc if we send
to her at NAS office, Fort Cumberland.
Raffle prizes needed.
OS to chair one day of the conference. It was suggested that GW do this.
16. Any other business ONLY if notified in advance
Nick Reed co-opted to Board: nem. con.
17. Date and place of next meeting
PLEASE NOTE: Sunday 30th June in Stamford by kind invitation of Trevor Parker.
[Not the date as originally scheduled].
The meeting closed at 1600 hrs with thanks to our hosts.
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Wooden Walls and Stone Bastions

Ship and ordnance remains on land and under the sea
Conference 2019
16th-17th November 2019, University of Portsmouth

Sponsorship Opportunities
Gold Sponsor Package

£1,000.00

Includes:









Opportunity to place 1 self-supporting stand on the auditorium stage and one at the
registration
desk*;
One exhibition stand, including entry for 2 members of your staff to occupy your stand*;
Your logo and the words ‘supported by’ on all Conference press and publicity material
including a
link to your organisation’s website;
Opportunity to place your brochure in the Conference delegates pack*;
Entry for two members of staff to the Conference;
You will also receive formal acknowledgement on the day of the event.

Silver Sponsorship Package

£500.00

Includes:
 One exhibition stand, including entry for 2 members of your staff to occupy your stand*;
 Your logo and the words ‘supported by’ on all Conference press and publicity material
including a
 link to your organisation’s website;
 Opportunity to place your brochure in the Conference delegates pack*;
 Entry for one member of staff to the Conference;
 You will also receive formal acknowledgement on the day of the event.

Bronze Sponsorship Package

£300.00

Includes:
 Your logo and the words ‘supported by’ on all Conference press and publicity material
including a
 link to your organisation’s website from our Conference webpages;
 Opportunity to place your brochure* in the Conference delegates pack*;
 Entry for one member of staff to the Conference;
 You will also receive formal acknowledgement on the day of the event.
*to be provided by sponsor

To discuss your sponsorship needs please feel free to contact Mark Beattie-Edwards
at the NAS on mark@nauticalarchaeologysociety.org or 02392 818419 or 07969
0286768
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